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F built-in coupling, 75 Ohm FF - Coax straight bus/bus
coupler J01602A0000

Telegärtner
J01602A0000
4018359343804 EAN/GTIN

24,58 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (USA)

F built-in coupling, 75 Ohm FF J01602A0000 straight design, socket/socket design, connector type other, impedance 20Ohm, type of attachment other, Bu-Bu, insulation PTFE
suitable for plug inner conductor d 0.54-1.06, return loss: HDTV type, 20 dB/ 3 GHz, mounting dimension: Z02
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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